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Abstract: The article presents the status of the PEDANT project with parallel corpora at the Lan-
guage Bank at Goteborg University. The solutions for access to the corpus data are presented. Access 
is provided by way of the internet and standard applications and SGML-aware programming tools. 
The SGML format for encoding translation pairs is outlined together. The methods allow working 
with everything from plain text to texts densely encoded with linguistic information. ' 
Keywords: SGML, PARALLEL CORPORA, MORPHOSYNTACTIC ENCODING, LEMMATI-
ZATION, MULTIWORD UNITS, COMPOUND WORDS, IN1ERNET ACCESS 
opsomming: In hierdie artikel word 'n beskrywing gegee van die stand van die PEDANT-pro- ' 
jek met parallelle korpora by die Taalbank by die Universiteit van Goteborg. Oplossings vir die ver-
kryging van toegang tot die korpusdata word aangedui. Toegang word verskaf deur middel van die 
Internet en standaardtoepassings' en SGML-sensitiewe programmeringshulpmiddels.' Die SGML-for-
maat vir die enkodering van vertaalpare word gesamentIik geskets. Hierdie metodes laat toe dat ge-
werk kan word met enigiets vanaf suiwer teks tot tekste wat taalkundig dig geetiketteer is. 
Sleutelwoorde: SGML, PARALLELLE KORPORA, MORFOSINTAKTIE5E ENKODERING, 
LEMMATISERING, MEERWOORDIGE EENHEDE, SAAMGESTELDE WOORDE, INTERNEITOE-
GANG 
Introduction 
This is a second progress report dealing with the work being done in Goteborg 
on parallel texts. It will cast light on new developments and adjust or correct 
some of the plans expressed in the first report (Danielsson and Ridings 1996b). 
Goals 
The first of many goals is nearly achievedi namely the creation of a text collec-
tion substantial enough to provide raw material for further research. The origi-
nal ambition to include as many languages as possible has been reduced to 
concentrating on Swedish, English, German, French and Italian. This language 
combinations play an important role in the university's translator training pro-
gramme and in the research interests of graduate students who participate ac-
tively in the expansion of the text collection. 










































244 Daniel Ridings 
---A second goal that was deemed to be within realistic reach was to creat 
foundation for multilingual lexical tools for the translator training program ~ a 
began at the Faculty of Humanities in January 1997. at 
These two priorities together with their implications have been the guid' 
principles to which competing considerations such as target languages, genr mg 
public access, and any attempt at balancing have been subordinated. eSt 
, , , 
Language coverage 
, \ 
So far Swedish has been considered the common denominator for all possible 
language pairs. This does not necessarily imply that Swedish is always the 
source language (Ll), merely that a text is considered interesting when there is 
a Swedish version. It is fairly easy to build a collection of texts in German 
French and English since those languages are nearly always represented ~ 
various documents from the European Union even when the document in 
question is not available in all of the eleven official languages. Such documents, 
that is documents without a Swedish counterpart, are not found in the collec-
tion. 
Despite the fact that Swedish is the pivotal language, this does not exclude 
the possibility of working with combinations such as French-German, French-
Italian, English-French, etc. If a text in Swedish has been aligned with versions 
in English, French, German, etc., then it is just as possible to align English with 
French or German for that same text. There is in fact a sizeable amount of 
material that would permit such investigations. To provide definite numbers to 
describe the size of a parallel text collection is prone to create misunderstand-
ings. Do the numbers represent the number of words in the whole collection in 
all the languages or is the collection to be measured by the number of words in 
only one language for which there are counterparts in another language? In the 
latter case, is one to count only the words in Swedish texts for which there are 
always counterparts in one language, or in several languages? Since Swedish is 
the pivotal language, there will always be a Swedish version of any given text, 
but not necessarily a German or a French version. After this cautionary note, it 
can be safely said that there are well over half a million words in Swedish 
versions for which. there exist counterparts in all of the following languages: 
English, . French, German, Italian and Spanish. This means that investigations 
can be performed on any combination of these languages on a substantial 
amount of material. If the size is related to language pairs, then there are about 
a million words of Swedish-English, Swedish-French and Swedish-Italian 
collections, that is, a million words in Swedish aligned with a million words in 
English, etc .. 
The format of PEDANT 
I 










































PEDANT: Parallel Texts in Goteborg 245 ---blem.s and pitfalls associated with monolingual corpora and more. Mistakes 
pro m.ade early on involving the construction of the textual database that need 
webre rectified. Such mistakes can have far-reaching consequences for the whole 
to e 
Syste~EDANT is represented in two basic formats: a traditional corpus format 
d a textual database. Both formats have their strengths and weaknesses. 
an The textual database simplifies the process of providing access to an end 
er since it is a fairly straightforward process to create a usable graphical 
~terface. The original database manager was Microsoft Access and is still being 
U:ed. The disadvantage is that this database manager does not lend itself to 
~aking material available on the network. This creates a situation where the 
material is only accessible on one machine and all users must go through the 
owner of the machine to make queries or printouts. This is often desirable, since 
not all material is intended to be publicly available, but it is less than satisfac-
tory for the owner of that machine. . . 
The corpus format permits one to use the various tools that have already 
been developed for monolingual text-processing. One has access to all the stan-
dard Unix programs and filters, part-of-speech taggers, lemmatizers, etc. 
Both methods of working are manageable as long as only one language 
pair is involved. The alignment of one Unit in one language with another in any 
given context will always be the same. Once it has been established, it is stable. 
The parallel text collection in Goteborg, as was mentioned above, contains a 
substantial amount of material in six languages and the aim is to keep the col-
lection as flexible as possible in order to allow for a diversity of language pairs. 
Even if the primary concern is with Swedish-French, the possibility of querying 
German-French for the same text should not be ruled out. This is where the 
problems arise and where the mistakes were made when the first textual data-
base was created. The following examples can serve to illustrate the problem. 
*** Link: 1-1 *** 
I dag genomg~r den miinskliga kommunikationen djupgc\ende f6riindringar genom upp-
komsten av globala natverk fOr infonnation och kommunikationstjiinster, fOr text, ljud 
och bilder. 
Today. we are experiencing profound changes in human communications With the arrival 
of global networked infonnation and communication services for text, sound and images. 
The point iIi. question here is the alignment. The information content is found in 
one sentence in Swedish. and one sentence in Ertglish. Assuming that the infor-
mation is saved as records or text lines on disk one could easily work out a sim-
ple script in any standard Unix language that could search for a word in Swe-
dish: if it is found, then read the next line and the Ertglish equivalent will be 
located there. In such a case each record holds a certain unit of information and 
is directly related to the following record. So there is a 1-1 relationship between 











































246 Daniel Ridings ---When. a third language is involved the inappropriateness of this format 
becomes apparent. . 
*** Link: 3-1 *** 
I dag genomgAr den manskliga kommunikationen djupg~ende forandringar genom up _ 
komsten av globala nlitverk fOr information och kommunikationstjanster. for text. lj:d 
och bilder. Dessa nlitverk inneblir spannande utmaningar. De kan ocks~ mlirkban pAverka 
det sprAk vi anvander. 
Das Auftauchen globaler vemetzter Informatjons- und Kommunikationsdienste fur Text 
Ton und Bilder bewirkt heute tiefgreifende Veranderungen in der interpersonellen Kom: 
munikation. die, faszinierende Herausforderungen mit sich bringen. gleichzeitig aber auch 
die Sprachen.die wir benutzen. stark beeinflussen. 
In a sense we have the same as the above: one unit of inf~rmation juxtaposed 
with the same information in another language. But it now requires three 
orthographic sentences in the first language and only one sentence in the sec-
ond. One can still ust: fairly simple tools but this requires repeating the one ver-
sion, Swedish in this case, every time that it is aligned with a new language. 
If we move our focus from text files on disk to rows and tables in a data-
ba~e the inappropriateness of this format becomes all the more apparent. The 
various language ver$ions will have to be repeated for every combination with 
a new language. We will need tables for both the Swedish-English and Swe-
dish-German versions, despite the fact that the Swedish element in both cases is 
identical. If this is repeated for the other major languages of PEDANT, French, 
Italian and Spanish, and if to this are added, all the combinations of the other 
languages, French-German, French-Italian, etc., this format becomes quite un-
wieldy. 
This is however easily alleviated by keeping the one version in a separate 
file from the other, so that instead of two languages in one file, we have two 
files, each containing one language version. There is still a 1-1 relationship be-
tween every line in the two files with regard to content but th~re is also the pos-
sible discrepancy between the orthographic sentences. The easiest way to effi-
ciently access the two pairs is to index the files by word. Each word is given a 
pointer to the line where it occurs and each line is given a pointer to the equiva-
lent line in the second language version. 
This works well for two languages, but whena third one is involved, prob-
lems arise. Since the German and English versions quite naturally do not have 
the same relationship to Swedish with regard to alignment of orthographic sen-
tences they cannot be used against each other. If we want to align them with 
each other, we will have to create new versions that are correctly aligned with 
each other, resulting in copy upon c<;>py every time other languages are in-
volved.If we move over from disk files to a database the situation becomes 
complicated. Even if we were only interested in comparing Swedish to five 
other languages, the Swedish version will have to be repeated five times. 










































PEDANT: Parallel Texts in G5teborg 247 ---. one unit, be it text record or table row, and a separate mechanism that keeps 
j1\ ck of which sentence 'or sentences are aligned with which sentence or sen-
tra ces in another language. The various text versions can then remain stable 
te~th only a small amount of indexing information changing for each language ;;ir. The next two sections will explain how this was done. 
Text representation 
Independent of the problems mentioned in the previous section, it was obvious 
that a standard format for the texts would be required, if for no o~er reason 
than to provide specifications for software development. At this point "stand-
ard" need not refer to anything other than accepted practice within the project. 
The PEDANT project decided to use the TEl as the basis for its corpus en-
coding. The deciding factor was the software package developed by the MUL-
TEXT project consisting of a straightforward API between C programs and 
SGML encoded files (Thompson et al. 1995). The package is called "Normalised 
SGML Library" (NSL). This led to a fairly simple solution of the problems de-
scribed above. PEDANT's first experiences with this package have been de-
scribed in an earlier report (Danielsson and Ridings 1996a) but NSL has im-
proved since then, partly due to our requests, and our working methods have 
changed accordingly. 
External structure 
The lack of information ill the litera~re on parallel texts concerning the issues 
of representation, access and storage has been pointed out by Armstrong (1996: 
17). The present section will be PEDANT's contribution to filling some of these 
gaps. For this reason it will contain a greater amount of detail than would be 
expected. . 
Every language in the PEDANT collection is contained in its own corpus. 
There is pedant-se, pedant-en, pedant-de, etc.' Each corpus is technically a mono-
lingual corpus with no explicit information relating the one language to the 
other. Each corpus consists of a corpus header followed by the individual texts 
of that language, each with its own text header. In this respect each corpus is a 
straightforward implementation of the TEI specifications for corpora. There is 
no higher element, no project header, encompassing all the corpora. 
The SGML elements in the individual texts are very limited: <p> and <s> 
for the most part, that is, a division into paragraphs and sentences, which is 
exactly what is required by our aligner. It is technically possible to define other 
elements as synonyms for <p> and <s> Eor the aligner, thus allowing Eor a rich-
er level oE annotation, but this is not done to any great extent.2 
The following two extracts, one from the Swedish corpus and one from the 










































248 Daniel Ridings 
---<P id=se-000001.13><S id=se-000001.13.1 LANG=se>Europeiska rAd 
noterar med tiUfredsstiillelse nA.gra anml:irkningsvllrda framgmgar pA. omrMet for Ytt et 
fOrbindelser som har uppnA.tts sedan dess senaste mote och i vilka Europeiska uru.o re 
nen 
har spelat en avgorande roll: < / S>< /P> 
<P id=se-000001.14><S id=se-000001.14.1 LANG=se>- Underteck. 
nandet av Dayton-avtalet i Paris som satter punkt fOr det fOrOdande kriget i det f.d. Jugo. 
slavien och som grundar sig pA. avsevarda europeiska anstrangningar under de gA.ngna 
mmadema pA. det militara och humanitara ornrA.det samt inom ramen fOr de forhandlingar 
som forts; Europeiska rAdet erkanner Forenta statemas avgorande bidra vid en ytterst vik. 
tig tidpunkt. < / S>< / P> 
The equivalent text from the English corpus displays an equivalent structure. 
<P id=en-000001.13><S id=en-000001.13.1 LANG=en>The EUropean 
Council notes with satisfaction some significant achievements in the area of external rela. 
tions which have occurred since its last meeting and in which the European Union has 
played a decisive role:< / S>< /P> 
<P id=en-000001.14><S id=en-000001.14.1 LANG=en>- the signing in 
Paris of the Dayton Agreement, which puts an end to the terrible war in former Yugosla-
via and builds on considerable European efforts over the preceding months in military, 
humanitarian and negotiating tenns.</S><S id=en-000001.14. 2 LANG=en>The 
European Council recognizes the decisive contribution made by the United States at a 
crucial moment;< / S>< / P> 
Each text, paragraph and sentence is assigned a unique identification number, 
id=xx. The text-id is simply an incrementing number. The sequence is based 
on Swedish texts. So the first Swedish text is se-OOOOOl, the second se-000002, 
the third se-000003 and so on. It should be recalled that Swedish is the pivotal 
language so there will be no gaps in the numbering. The corresponding text in 
the other languages receive the same numbers with prefixes according to the 
language: de, en, fr, it and es. The numbering for other languages will display 
gaps, since not every text in Swedish is represented in all the other languages. 
Leaving gaps in the numbering allows us to integrate such missing texts at a 
later date. At the same time it is easy to identify which texts correspond to each 
other since it is seen in the file naming conventions. . 
The important point to note here is that no alignment information is 
recorded in these collections. From the technical point of view every language 
is stor~d as if it were a monolingual corpus; the SGML document type of every 
collection is TEl CORPUS • 2 and can be worked with independently as such. An 
extract of the corpus header for Swedish I can be seen below: 
<!DOCTYPE teiCorpus.2 SYSTEM "tei2.dtd" [ 
) 
<!ENTITY % TEI.extensions.ent SYSTEM ·pedant.ent"> 












































PEDANT: Parallel Texts in Goteborg 249 ---<teiHeader type=corpus> 
<fileDesc> 
<titleStmt> 
<title>PEDANT : Swedish component</title> 
<respStmt> 
<name>Authors</name> 
<resp>Collection and Alignment</resp> 
</respStmt> 
The first line declares the document to be a TEl corpus document.3 The second 
and third lines contain our customizations of the TEl dtds that we' use. We do 
not use the TEl unaltered but have introduced numerous customizations using 
the recommended mechanisms for doing so (5perberg-McQueen and Burnard 
1994: 737-744). They are collected in two files that are unique for the project, 
pedant,ent and pedant.dtd. 
One of the changes we make has to do with the TEl's element <W>. The 
first thing we do, in the file pedant.ent, is to block the TEl's own declaration of 
this element: 
<!ENTITY % w 'IGNORE' > 
There are two things to remember here: (a) Entities get their values on a first 
come first serve basis and (b) the file parole.ent is read and dealt with before the 
relevant dtd in the TEl system. 50 when the parser arrives at the following 
declaration in teiana2;dtd, the declaration for <W> is ignored: 
<!ENTITY % w 'INCLUDE' > 
<! [ %w; [ 
<!ELEMENT %n.w; ( (#PCDATA I %n.seg; I !lIn.w; I 
%n.m; I %n.c;)*) > 
<!ATTLIST %n.w; %a.global; 
%a.seg; 
lenuna CDATA # IMPLIED 
TEl form CDATA 'w' > 
JJ> 
The %w entity has already received a value of "IGNORE" so the whole section is 
skipped. In the file pedant.dtd we have our own project variant of the element as 
follows: 
<!ELEMENT %n.wi «#PCDATA I %n.seg; I !lIn.w; I 
%n.mi I %n.c;) *) > 












































250 Daniel Ridings ---lemma CDATA # IMPLIED 
msd CDATA #IMPLIED 
TEl form CDATA 'w' > 
We added some of our own attributes. We do not use the ANA attribute t 
provide morphosyntactic tags, but MSD, "morphosyntactic description." Ther~ 
are two reasons for this. In the first place, we do not want to get involved in a 
complicated mechanism involving IDREFS, which is what ANA expects to be 
assigned. It is attractive, but complicated, and all the more so since our tags can 
contain the character "@", which is invalid in those contexts. In the second 
place, the Parole project (LE2-4017) in which we are'involved, uses the MSD 
attribute, inherited from EAGLES. 
In addition to the new attribute for morphosyntactic tags, we also wanted 
a LEMMA attribute in order to simplify searches and other actions that function 
best when one has access to lemmata rather than only-word types. 
Up to this point our methods of working with the material differ little 
from those associated with standard monolingual text collections, but the situa-
tion changes when our method of providing explicit links between translation 
equivalents is considered. ' 
Alignment infonnation 
For the reasons explained above we decided to keep all details about align-
ments in separate documents. One document contains all alignments between 
two languages. There is a document for Swedish-English and another docu-
ment for Swedish-German and if we ever decide to align English with German 
we would have yet another document for English-German. Each one of these 
documents contain all of the alignment information for all the texts for the lan-
guage pair it describes. 
The way we do this is by creating a new "corpus", technically speaking, 
but the individual "texts" in the corpus document (the SGML corpus document) 
do not contain any natural language, only alignment links. For any given 
document from the monolingual collection that has been aligned with another 
language there will be the same number of "paragraphs" and the same number 
of "sentences", that is, the same number of <P> and <S> elements, but their con-
tent will be minimal. 
We have introduced two new elements to the TEl system, <SSEG> and 
<TSEG>, "source segments" and "target segments." We see the results of align-
ment in pairs; one segment of one text is aligned with one segment of another 
text. These segments can contain a combination of "sentences". The source 
segment might consist of two sentences while the target segment consists of 
only one. The possible combinations are: I-I, 2-1, 2-2, 1-0 and vice versa. An 
alignment "pair", consisting of exactly one <SSEG> and one <TSEG> I is itself 
contained in one single <SEG>, which should possibly be renamed to <ASEG>, 










































PEDANT: Parallel Texts in Goteborg 251 --So a paragraph can contain one or more <SEG> elements, which each con-
tain an alignment pair, <SSEG> and <.TS~G>, and each o~ these latter elements 
can contain one or more sentences whlch m turn can con tam one or more words 







Information is attached to the <SSEG> and <TSEG> elements that points back 
into the relevant monolingual corpora where the actual sentences are found. 




<SSEG DOC=sedoc FROM='id (SE-OOOOOl.l3.l)' ID=SE-OOOOOl.SSl3></SSEG> 





<SSEG DOC=sedoc FROM='id (SE-OOOOOl.l4.l)' ID=SE-OOOOOl.SSl4></SSEG> 
<TSEG DOC=endoc FROM='id (EN-OOOOOl.l4.l)' 
</SEG> 
</P> 
TO=' i,d (EN-OOOOOl.l4. 2)' ID=EN-OOOOOl. TSl4></TSEG> 
The various elements for "segments" receive their own ID values, since they do 
not occur anywhere else than in this document. The <SSEG> and <TSEG> ele-
ments have additional attributes, DOC, FROM and TO. Alignment information is 
assigned to these attributes. 
The DOC attribute provides information on the corpus in which the sen-
tences can be found, that is, it points to the relevant monolingual corpus. 
The FROM and TO attributes contain the extent, measured in sentences, in 
the monolingual corpus. The values they are assigned, are the values that have 
been assigned to the ID attribute of the sentences in question. A missing TO 
attribute defaults to the same as the FROM attribute, that is, one sentence. In the 
fust paragraph in the example above, we have a 1-1 alignment. In the second 











































252 Daniel Ridings 
-----Similar information is recorded for every aligned text in PEDANT 
information is stored as its own corpus, that is, a Swedish-English corP The 
Swedish-German corpus, etc. The corpus header is as follows: us, a 
<! DOC TYPE teiCorpus. 2 SYSTEM "tei2. dtd" [ 
<!ENTITY % TEI.extensions.ent SYSTEM "pedant.ent"> 
<!ENTITY % TEI.extensions.dtd SYSTEM "pedant.dtd"> 
<!ENTITY sedoc SYSTEM "/pedant/Corpus/Swedish/Swedish.nsg" CDATA SGML> 
<!ENTITY endoc SYSTEM "/Pedant/Corpus/English/English.nsg" CDATA SGML> 
J> 





<title>PEDANT : Swedish-English component </title> 
<respStmt> 
<name>Authors </name> 
<resp>Collection and Alignment</resp> 
</respStmt> 
The beginning of the header contains three significant lines: 4 and 5, and 7. 
Recall the value assigned to the DOC attributes of the <SSEG> and <TSEG> ele-
ments: sedoc and endoc. Lines 4 and 5 map these to the relevant monolingual 
corpora. Line 7 is a processing instruction and is unique for the L T NSL package 
we are using as mentioned above. It provides the information that <S> ele-
ments can be linked to <SSEG> and <TSEG> elements. 
All of this is tied together via the LT NSL utility called mknsg. We run the 
command as follows: 
mknsg -D sgml -D sgml/pedant Swedish-English.sgm I <further processing> 
This command ties all the information together and prints to standard output 
where it can be piped into other programs for further processing or redirected 
to disk. The output is as fpllows: 
<P ID=SE-OOOOO 1.13> 
<SEG ID=SE-OOOOOl.S 13> 
<SSEG ID=SE-000001.SS13> , 
<S ID=SE-000001 .13.1 LANG=SE>Europeiska rAdet noterar med tillfredsstiillelse 
nAgra anmarkningsvfu'da framgAngar pA omrAdet ftir yttre forbindelser som har uppnAtts 
sedan dess senaste mote och I vilka Europeiska unionen har spelat en avgorande 
roll; < / S>< / SSEG> ' 
<TSEG ID=EN-000001.TS13> 










































PEDANT: Parallel Texts in Goteborg 253 ---some significant achievements in the area of external relations which have occurred since 







<S ID=SE-000001.14.1 LANG=SE>- Undertecknandet av Dayton-avtalet i Paris 
som slitter punkt for det fOrOdande kriget i det f.d. Jugoslavien och som grundar sig pA 
avsevllrda europeiska anstriingningar under de gAngna mAnaderna pA det militllra och hu-
manitllra omrAdet samt inom ramen fOr de fOrhandlingar som fOrts; Europeiska cAdet er-
kiinner Porenta staternas avg6rande bidrag vid en ytterst viktig tidpunkt. <I S> 
</SSEG> 
<TSEG ID=EN-000001.TS14> 
<S ID=EN-000001.14.1 LANG=EN>- the signing in Paris of the Dayton Agree-
ment, which puts an end to the terrible war in former Yugoslavia and builds on consid-
erable European efforts over the preceding months in military, humanitarian and nego-
tiating terms. < IS> 
<S 'ID=EN-OOOOO1.14 .. 2 LANG=EN>The European Council recognizes the deci-
sive contribution made by the United States at a crucial moment;<IS></TSEG> 
</SEG></P> 
This might seem to be a complicated procedure at first sight, but most of the 
details are fully automated and there are some further advantages in that all 
software can build upon the sa.!Jl.e library. This will be illustrated by our lem-
matizer, PEDAL.4 
The expansion of the links, as mentioned above, can be saved to disk or 
piped into other SGML tools. The L T NSL package has introduced a way of 
working with "semivalid sgml". A valid SGML file is run through the basic tool 
mknsg, which parses the DTD permanently and caches a binary version on disk. 
This cached version is the one used by all subsequent programs. One of the 
characteristics of "semivalid sgml" is that the segment piped into a program 
must be valid when compared to the cached DTD, but the segment piped in 
need not itself contain the whole document tree. The excerpt above, for in-
stance, would be valid input to other NSL tools, since the elements and their 
contents are valid. There is no header, no <TEXT> elements, but the <P> ele-
ments are syntactically correct with regard to that part of the DTD that deals 
with them. 
One of the tools, sggrep, that comes along with the library can help to 
exemplify this. Let us assume that we want to identify all translation pairs in 
which the Swedish half contains the expression "satter punkt for". To do so, we 
would replace the <further processing> in the above command with: 










































254 Daniel Ridings 
---The first parameter provides the program with the depth of our query in the 
SGML document tree, namely, down to the level of <SEG>. The second pa 
meter provides the sub query, the space in which the search will be done. r~ 
effect, it defines the segment of the SGML document we want reported fro 
the query. Recall that alignment pairs are contained in the <SEG> elemen~ 
exactly one pair per element. So the result returned will be the whole <SEG: 
element. The actual query, however, will be limited to the <SSEG> elemenLTh 
program will not look for "satter punkt f6r" in the English element, <TSEG>, bu~ 
it will be returned together with the Swedish segment, since it too is contained 
by the <SEG> element. The result is similar to what appears in the excerpt 
above and is, in fact, the way it was produced for this report. It could have been 
piped into yet other tools performing statistical analysis, lemmatization, etc. 
The possibilities are numerous when all tools work with the same API. Further 
examples can be found in an earlier report (Danielsson and Ridings 1996a: 7-
12). 
Database 
The original database manager was Microsoft Access and it is still being used 
for quite a few tasks successfully. Since we wanted to provide network access 
as well, we began ~xperimenting with some of the freely available relational 
databases for Unix: miniSQL and mySQL. 
Network access 
Network access is provided by way of (a) !lliI¥SQL and more recently mySQL, 
(b) cgi-scripts and (c) any browser on any platform that supports tables and 
forms. Those interested can tum to http://svenskil.gu.seIPEDANT for a demon-
stration. 
Some of our first attempts at identifying equivalents on the basis of one 
. Swedish word can be seen in figure 1 in the Appendix. It is a web-based system 
working against the mySQL database. 
Linguistic tools 
The tagset 
PEDANT uses a tagset that is mappable on a 1-1 basis with the sue tagset. The 
sue tagset was designed by Eva Ejerhed. In February 1997 Ejerhed and Ri-
dings adjusted the PAROLEtagset in such a way that the PAROLE tagset and 
the sue tagset are interchangeable. This is evidenced in the SGML version of 
the sue corpus. A table comparing I the two sets together with example words 
can be found at hUp:l/ldb20.svenskil.gu.se. 
Unlike our lemmatizer, Brill's tagger has not yet been made SGML aware. 
The tagger and the alignment program are the only two programs left in our 










































PEDANT: Parallel Texts in Goteborg 255 --er we feel that there are other adjustments we want to make, particularly in 
~e lexical rule component, but the time or human resources are not yet avail-
able. . t bl ti· • Brill' t . . f This IS no so pro ema c smce s agger reqwres two properties 0 a 
text that is to be tagged: (a) it must be segmented into sentences and (b) it must 
be tokenized. 
Our texts must be segmented into sentences before they can be aligned so 
the first requirement is met. With regard to the second requirement, we have a 
tokenizer that works directly with the SGML files through the NSL API. This 
means that we can export our texts from SGML in such a way that there is a 1-1 
relationship between the exported file's sentences and tokens and the original 
texts. This being the case it is a simple matter to take the tagged results from 
Brill's tagger and map the morphosyntactic tags back onto the proper attributes 
of each token. 
The results of tagging are as follows: 
<P ID=SE-000001.13> 
<s ID=SE-000001.13.1 LANG=SE> 
<w MSD=' AQPOSNDS' >Europeiska</w> 
<w MSD=' NCNSN@DS ' >rAdet< /w> 
<w MSD=' V@IPAS' >noterar</w> 
<w MSD=' SPS' >med</w> 
<w MSD=' NCUSN@IS' >tillfredsstiillelse</w> 
<W MSD='DI@OP@s'>nigra</w> 
<W MSD=' AQPOSNDS' >anmarkningsviirda</w> 
<w MSD=' NCUPN@IS' >framgAngar</w> 
<W MSD='SPs'>pA</w> 
<W MSD=' NCNSN@DS' >omrAdet</w> .. 
<W MSD='SPS'>ror</W> 
<W MSD=' AQCOONOS' >yttre</w> 
<W MSD=' NCUPN@IS ' >rdrbindelser< /W> 
<W MSD=' PH@OOO@S' >som</W> 
<W MSD='V@IPAS'>har</W> 
<W MSD= 'V@Iups'>uppnAtts</w> 
<W MSD='RGOS'>~dan</W> 
A file that is morphosyntactically tagged is then run through PEDAL, the lem-
matizer, assigning one of three alternatives to the LEMMA attribute of the <W> 
element: (a) a lemma if a lemma is found with a matching morphosyntactic tag, 
(b) "not-found" if it was not possible to resolve the word type to its base form, 
or (c) "no-msd-match" in the event that the word type could be resolved to a 
base form but the morphosyntactic description associated with the word type 
does not match the description provided by PEDAL. 
PEDAL works directly with SGML files and provides an opportunity to 
illustrate how simple it is to integrate an SGML parser with one's own code. 










































256 Daniel Ridings 
strcpy (qustr, ". * /W") ; 
qu=ParseQuery(dct, qustr); 
while ( ( item=GetNextQueryItem(inf, qu, outf ))') ( 
msdVal = GetAttrStringVal(item, AttrName); 
strcpy(wordtype, item->data->first); 
if (msdVal' ! = NULL) { 
if (*msdVal == 'N' 
I I *msdVal 'V' 
I I *msdVal == 'A' I I *msdVal == 'D' 





if (!strcmp("not-found", lemma)) ( 
strcpy(!emma,guess_lemmatize(wordtype, msdVal)); 
PutAttrVal(item, LemmaAttr, lemma); 
PrintItem(0utf, item); 
FreeItem(item) ; 
The first two lines set up the SGML query, ". * /W". The dot is a wildcard 
meaning "any" and the star is the standard kleene star meaning "zero-or-more". 
What is being referred to here a,re elements in the SGML document tree. On the 
fourth line the query can be read as "search down the SGML tree, traversing all 
elements until we descend down to the level of <w>". That is the base element 
of our documents. There are no other elements below the <W> element. The API 
passes all elements down to that level to the output, but turns over <w> ele-
ments to the program for processing. After processing this base element is 
printed to output by the third line from the end, PrintItern(outf, item), 
thus completing the whole document. 
The fifth line: 
msdVal = GetAttrStringVal(item, AttrName); 
reads the MSD attribute, the morphosyntactic tag, of each <w> element. This is 
passed on to the lemmatizing routine. ~t this point we only lemmatize nouns, 
verbs, adjectives, determiners and pronouns. All other classes of words simply 
get their word type copied to the LEMMk attribute (line 14). 
The word type and the morpho syntactic tag are then sent to the lemmatiz-










































PEDANT: Parallel Texts in Goteborg 257 --reSp = recognizer (wordtype, Lang, 0, 0, (FILE *)NULL); 
strcpy(lemma, "not-found"); 
if (resp != (RESULT *)NULL) 
strcpy(lernma, "no-rnsd-rnatch"); 
for (rp=resp; rp; rp=rp->link) 
sscanf((char *)rp->feat, "\[%s %s", trnp_l, trnp_a); 
eos = (char *)rindex(trnp_a, '\0'); 
--eos; *eos = '\0'; 
if (!strcrnp(trnp_a, rnsdtag)) 
strcpy(lernma, trnp_l); 
free_result(resp); 
return (lernma) ; 
The first line searches for all the possible base fonns of the word type. Before 
anything else is done, the lemma is set to "not-found". If it is found, then this 
will be overwritten, if it is not found, then this will be returned. In line 3 a check 
is made for results: if there were results, then the lemma is set to "no-msd-
match", that is, a lemma was identified, but its morphosyntactic description did 
not match the word type's. This will be overwritten if it proves not to be the 
case. 
The for-loop walks through all of the pOSSible interpretations of the word 
type. The if-statement in the loop compares each interpretation's morphosyn-
tactic description with that of the original word type. If they match, then the 
proposed lemma is copied to the lemma string and will eventually be returned. 
If no matches are found, then the lemma string retains "no-msd-match" and this 
is returned. This signals all the places where the results of the tagger deserve 
manual control. There can be other places as well, but this catches a lot of the 
mistakes, though in practice, they are not that many. The resulting output is as 
follows: 
<P ID=SE-OOOOOl.13> 
<S ID=SE-OOOOOl.13.1 LANG=SE> 
<W LEMMA=' europeisk' MSD=' AQPOSNDS' >Europeiska</w> 
<w LEMMA=' did' MSD=' NCNSN@DS ' >radet< /W> 
<W LEMMA = , notera' MSD=' V@IPAS ' >noterar< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' med' MSD=' SPS ' >med< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' til1fredsstallelse' MSD=' NCUSN@IS' >tiDfredsstiillelse</w> 
<W LEMMA='nAgon' MSD='DI@OP@S'>nagra</w> 
<W LEMMA=' anmarkningsvlird' MSD=' AQPOSNDS' >anmiirkningsviirda</W> 
<W LEMMA=' framgAng' MSD=' NCUPN@IS ' >framgangar< /W> 
<W LEMMA='pA' MSD='SPS'>pa</w> 
<W LEMMA=' omrAde' ·MSD=' NCNSN@DS ' >omradet< /W> 










































258 Daniel Ridings 
<W LEMMA=' yttre' MSD=' AQCO ONO S ' >yttre< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' forbindelse' MSD=' NCUPN@IS' >r6rbindelser< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' som' MSD=' PH@OOO@S' >som</W> 
<W LEMMA='ha' MSD='V@IPAS'>har</W> 
<W LEMMA=' uppn~' MSD=' V@IUPS ' >uppnatts< /W> 
Three lines in the code have not been discussed yet: 
if (! strcmp ("not-found", lemma» { 
strcpy (lemma, guess_lemmatize (wordtype, msdVal»; 
--
As mentioned above, if the lemmatizing routine does not find a match, it re-
turns the string "not-found". It turns out that almost all of these cases are com-
pound words. This is a familiar problem for all of those dealing with Germanic 
languages (Hellberg 1978: 21-28; Karlsson 1992: 15-17) and renders otherwise 
attractive publicly available packages more or less useless. 
Our approach to this is simple but works satisfactorily. We have a limited 
lexicon section that allows certain forms to lead back into the main lexica (d. 
Karlsson 1992: 15). In general, however, we are working with the assumption 
that (a) "not-found" words are compounds and (b) that the longest segment on 
the right-hand side of the compound for which a base form is identified with 
the correct morphosyntactic description, provides us with the best compound 
boundary. In other words, the routine guess_lemmatize walks through the 
word type backwards and returns the longest segment. 
The words that have been identified by the second form of the lemmatiz-
ing routine can be easily identified, i.e.: 
pedal Swedish.msd.nsg I sggrep -r n.*/w" "W[LEMMA='.*_.*'J" "" 
The above command pipes the result of the lemmatizer into one of the tools 
that is included in the NSL package, sggrep, a version of grep that understands 
the structure of SGML documents. 
The first parameter of the command, " . * /W", provides the depth of the 
query, that is, all the way down the document tree to the level of the <W> ele-
ment. The second parameter, "W [LEMMA= I • * _. * I ] ", provides the sub query, 
that is, the scope of the document that will be queried and returned. A search 
on attributes to an element is provided within square brackets, the LEMMA, in 
this case. The third parameter is empty because we are not searching for spe-
cific words (element content), but for words with certain attributes. Attribute 
values can be expressed with- regular expressions if the - r flag is provided. So 
we are searching for all leIl11hata whIch contain an underscore, put there to 
mark the suggested compound boundary. The result is: 
, 
<w LEMMA= I regerings_konferens' MSD=' NCUSN@DS ' >regeringskonferensen< /W> 










































PEDANT: Parallel Texts in Goteborg 259 --<W LEMMA=' morgon_dag' MSO=' NCUSG@OS ' >morgondagerui< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' Day ton-_avtal' MSO=' NCNSN@OS ' >Dayton-avtalet< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' ~tgiirds_plan' MSO=' NCUSN@OS' >atgiirdsplanen</w> 
<W LEMMA=' Barcelona_fOrklaring' MSO=' NCUSN@OS' >Barcelonarorklaringen</W> 
<w LEMMA=' medelhavs_ornr~de' MSO=' NCNSN@OS' >medelbavsomradet</w> 
<W LEMMA=' medelhavs_omr~de' MSO=' NCNSN@OS ' >Medelbavsomradet< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' Asikts_utbyte' MSO=' NCNSN@IS ' >asiktsutbyte< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' Europa_parlament' MSO=' NCNSG@OS ' > Europaparlamentets< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' diskussions_frAga' MSO=' NCUPN@OS' >diskussionsfragorna</w> 
<w LEMMA=' valuta_enhet' MSO=' NCUSN@DS ' >valutaenheten< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' anpassnings_kostnad' MSO=' NCUPN@OS' >anpassningskostnaderna</W> 
<w LEMMA=' rAds_forordning' MSD=' NCUSN@IS ' >radsrorordning< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' ecu-_korg' MSO=' NCUSN@OS ' >ecu-korgen< /W> 
<w LEMMA=' valuta_enhet' MSO=' NCUPN@IS' >valutaenheter</W> 
<w LEMMA=' Ekofin-_rM' MSO=' NCNSN@OS ' >Ekofin-rl'idet< /W> 
<w LEMMA=' euro-_sedel' MSO=' NCUPN@OS ' >euro-sedlarna< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' BudgeCdisciplin' MSO=' NCUSN@OS' >Budgetdisciplinen< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' budgecordning' MSO=' NCUSN@OS ' >budgetordningen< /W> 
<W LEMMA=' euro-_omrAde' MSD=' NCNSN@OS' >euro-omradet</W> 
One of the above analyses is the result of a previous correction of PEDAL's lexi-
con, namely: 
<W LEMMA=' medelhavs_ornrAde' MSO=' NCNSN@OS ' >medelbavsomradet< /W> 
The original analysis put the compound boundary after "medel" (middle), since 
"havsomrade" (sea-area) is listed in the lexicon making it the longest right-hand 
segment. We added "medelhavs" to the lexical listings with a continuation into 
the noun lexicon. This results in the compound being recognized and returned 
instead of "not-found" and the guessing routine never gets called. All other 
forms in the above list have been produced by the principle of longest segment 
to the right with matching MSD values of the original word type. 
Excursus 
The method of storing alignment information was outlined above. At this point 
one of the benefits of our architecture can be indicated by drawing attention to 
the following lines: 
<!ENTITY sedoc SYSTEM H/Pedari.t/Corpus/Swedish/Swedish.nsg" CDATA SGML> 
<!ENTITYendoc SYSTEM" /Pedant/Corpus/English/English.nsg" CDATA SGML> 
These lines linked back into the individual monolingual corpora for the lan-
guage pair that was aligned. The versions of Swedish.nsg and English.nsg in 











































260 Daniel Ridings 
Let us assume that the lemmatization described in the previous section 
was saved to disk, rather than just piped into other tools, for example to Swed-
ish.lemma.msd.nsg. We can then change the two lines above to read: 
<!ENTITy'sedoc SYSTEM 
"/Pedant/Corpus/Swedish/Swedish,lemma.msd.nsg" CDATA SGML> 
<!ENTITYendoc SYSTEM "/Pedant/Corpus/English/English.nsg" CDATA SGML> 
This provides us with the same information about alignment pairs, but this 
time we will have access to a richer array of information when it comes to the 
Swedish component, namely lemmata and morphosyntactic descriptions. The 
paragraph and sentence IDS are the same in both versions, the base version and 
the morphosyntactic tagged version, so the alignment information in the Swe-
dish-English component will point back to the same sentences. 
This method of ~orking allows us to experiment with various levels of 
annotation without cluttering up the base version. One level of annotation that 
interests us at the moment is one that marks phrases below the sentence level. 
This will be dealt with below. -
Current directions 
This section is only a preliminary sketch of some of the directions that are being 
pursued at the moment. It is by no means exhaustive since there are now many 
others involved with various investigations and they will be reported on in 
their own time by the individual researchers involved. 
Equivalents below the sentence level 
Once a collection of orthographical sentences has been correctly aligned with 
translation equivalents the most natural next step is to identify smaller chunks. 
Word-to-word alignment will always be difficult since most translations do not 
display such a structure. 5 
The department's background is lexicographical and the work being done 
in PEDANT reflects that fact. Orie of our distant goals is to create a lexico-
graphical workbench for bilingual lexicography. A major aspect of this goal is 




N-grams models of word-tuples are basically lists of word-pairS, word-triples, 
word-quadruplets and so on that are provided with frequency and likelihood 
information (Atwell 1996: 160). Likelihood, in this section, is based on the like-










































PEDANT: Parallel Texts in Goteborg 261 
-
Lists are created of all bigrams, trigrams and quadrigrams in a subset of 
the Swedish-English component of PEDANT.7 For examples of Swedish and 
English trigrams see figures 2 and 3 respectively in the Appendix. 
The motivation for performing the tests was to see if "phrases", in a loose 
sense, in one language showed any inclination to be translated by phrases in 
another language. There cannot be that many translations of "as soon as possi-
ble" into Swedish other than "sA. snart som mOjligt" and there might even be 
other hidden combinations 'Of words that do not directly come to mind .. 
The purpose, at this stage, is not to identify which phrases are translations 
of each other. The tables are sorted in descending frequency according to the 
significance of the "tuple" in its own language, and the equivalent in the other 
language, when compared to its own corpus of words, cannot be expected to 
shoW the same degree of equivalence. There is simply no connection between 
the two with regard to the ranking the phrases get in their respective lan-
guages. 
The assumption is that a phrase in one language might be translated by a 
phrase in another. If this is the case, then, should we search in the parallel texts, 
have a translation pair in front of us and find a phrase in 11 and also in L2, it is 
worth noting if the phrase in L2 is a translation of the phrase in 11. This meth-
od might succeed if the language pairs are not overloaded with phrases, which 
seems to be a fair assumption to begin with, conSidering the fact that the vast 
majority of alignments are I-I, that is, one sentence to one sentence. 
The "phrases" identified by the -2 log A formula have been automatically 
tagged with a global search-and-replace command so that they are enclosed in 
the <PHR> ... </PHR> chunk. This was done by taking the first 75 trigrams and 
thereafter the first 75 qaudrigrams.8 
As mentioned above, this is just experimental and not a full report, but the 
first indications are encouraging. In the excerpt below we see the results of 
searching for the English phrase "with regard to." The following is the result of 
piping our corpus of pure links as described above through the sggrep utility: 
mknsg -D sgml -D sgml/pedant Swedish-English.sgm \ 
I sggrep ". */SEG" "SEGI. */TSEGI. */PHR" "with regard to" 
- in other words, search for the phrase "with regard to" only in the English 
half of the translation pairs. 
<SEG ID=S&000001.S119> 
<SSEG ID=SE-000001.SS119><S ID=SE-000001.91.l LANG=SE>- fOrbiittra deras 
finansiella miljo genom en f6rbiittrad tillg~g till kapitalmarknadema och framja utveck-
lingen av europeiska investeringsfondens funktion <PHR>nar det gaIler<IPHR> 
<PHR> sm~ och medelstora<IPHR> foretag.<lS><lSSEG> 
<TSEG ID=EN-0000Q1.TSI19><S ID=EN-000001.9I.l LANG=EN>- improve the 
financial ,environment for them by means of better access to capital markets and encour-
age development <PHR>of the European<IPHR> Investment Fund function <PHR> 










































262 Da.niel Ridings --<lSEG> 
~SEG ID=SE-OOOOO4.S345> 
<SSEG ID=SE-OOOOO4.SS345><S ID=SE-000OO4.l96.2xPHR>SmA och medelstora 
fOretag<lPHR>, som utgor nll.stan hiilften av den ekonomiska basen,moter speciell 
svmgheter och sarskilt i <PHR>Cdgor som ror<lPHR> finansiering (t.ex. den effektiv: 
rantan ar ofta 2 till 3 punkter hogre an i utvecklade regioner), men liven avseende 
mojIi ghet till samarbete, tillgfulg till teknisk kompetens eller ledningskompetens 
m.m.<lS><lSSEG> ' 
<TSEG ID=EN-000004.TS345xS ID=EN-000004.196.2>The SMEs, which make up 
virtually the entire economic fabric encounter special difficulties there, particularly 
<PHR>with regard to<lPHR> financing (e.g. actual interest rates are often 2-3 POints 
higher than in the more developed regions) but also <PHR>with regard to<lPHR> 
cooperation opportunities, access to sources of technical or management skills, etc.<lS> 
<ffSEG> 
<lSEG> 
We achieve similar results by searching for Swedish phrases or parts of them, 
"syssel" in this case. 
mknsg -D sgmI -D sgmI/pedant Swedish-EngIfsh.sgm \ 
I sggrep ".*/.SEG" "SEG/.*/SSEG/.*/PHR" "syssel" 
Note the change from TSEG to SSEG in the sub query of sggrep. A sample of the 
outpufis as follows: 
<SEG ID=SE-000002.S78> 
<SSEG ID=SE-000002.SS78><S ID=SE-OOOO02.45.1 LANG=SE>Inom denna ram har 
Europeiska rMet uppmlirksammat det italienska ordfOrandeskapets avsikt att infOr motet i 
Florens sammankalla en trepartskonferens i Rom i mitten av juni mellan regeringama, 
arbetsmarknadens parter och komrnissionen om <PHR>tiUvaxt och sysselslittning 
<lPHR>.<lS><lSSEG> 
<TSEG ID=EN-000002.TS78><S ID=EN-000002.45.1 LANG=EN><PHR>In this con-
text<lPHR>, it noted that, in preparation for the Florence meeting of <PHlOthe Euro-
pean CounciI<lPHR>, the Italian Presidency intended to hold a Tripartite Conference on 
<PHR>growth and employment<lPHR>, involving governments, social partners and 
the Commission, in Rome in mid-June.<lS><ffSEG> 
<lSEG> 
<SEG ID=SE-000003.S8> 
<SSEG ID=SE-000003.SS8><S ID=SE-000003.8.1 LANG=SE>Med stod av den strate-
gi som det uppnAddes enfghet om i Essen samt vitboken diskuterade Europeiska rAdet i 
detalj <PHR>tillvaxt och sysselslittning<lPHR> <PHR>pa grundval av<lPHR> kom-
missionens meddelande "Insatser fOr' sysselslittning i Europa: en fOrtroendepakt", den 
gemensamma interimsrapporten om sysselslittning samt de tidigare dokumenten, inklu-
sive slutsatserna frful trepartskonferensen om <PHR>tillvlixt och sysselslittning<lPHR> 
i Rom den 14-15 juni 1996 och Frankrikes <PHR>memorandum om en social<lPHR> 











































PEDANT: Parallel Texts in Goteborg 263 
<'fSEG ID=EN-000003.TS8><S ID=EN-000003.8.1 LANG=EN>Drawing on the 
strategy agreed in Essen and on <PHR>the White Paper<IPHR>, <PHR>the European 
Council<IPHR> held a detailed discussion on the subject of <PHR>growth and 
employment<IPHR> <PHR>on the basis<IPHR> of the Commission communication 
entitled "Action for employment in Europe: A confidence pact", the joint interim report 
on employment <PHR>as well as<IPHR> the other documents before it, including the 
conclusions drawn from the Tripartite Conference on Growth and Employment held in 




<SSEG ID=SE-000003.SSI1><S ID=SE-000003.9.3 LANG=SE>I overensstammelse 
med kommissionens strategi galler det att satta igrutg en oppen och flexibel process som 
<PHR>gor det mojligt<IPHR> fOr alia berorda at! gora specifika Ataganden inom sina 
respektive ansvarsomrAden <PHR>f6r aU skapa<IPHR> en fOr sysselsiUtningen gynn-
sam makroekonomisk ram, maximaIt utnyttja <PHR>den inre rnarknaden<IPHR>s 
mojligheter, pAskynda reformer pA arbetsmarknaden och battre utnyttja unionens politik 
tiII fOrmrut fOr <PHR>tillvlixt och sysselsliUning<IPHR>.<JS><JSSEG> 
<TSEG ID=EN-000003.TS 11><S ID=EN-000003.9.3 LANG=EN>In line with the Com-
mission's approach, an open and flexible process <PHR>needs to be<IPHR> got under 
way which will enable all those concerned to enter into specific commitments at their 
own level of responsibility <PHR>in order to<JPHR> create a macroeconomic frame-
work favourable to employment, to exploit to the full the potential of <PHR>the 
internal rnarket<IPHR>, to speed up <PHR>the labour rnarket<IPHR> reforms and to 
make better use of the Union's policies in the interest of <PHR>growth and employ-
ment<IPHR>.<JS><lTSEG> 
<JSEG> 
In the first translation pair, we see that "tlllvaxt och sysselsattning" is isolated as 
a multiword unit and corresponds to "growth and employment" in the English 
half of the translation segment. In the second segment we find the same two 
correspondences, the statistical processing has isolated several other multi-
word segments. In the English half we find "on the basis of', which corresponds 
to "pa grundval av" in the Swedish half, and which also has been marked as 
significant. Similar results can be seen in the third and last translation pair. "In 
order to" has been isolated as a significant trigram but the infinitive falls out-
side the scope of the tagging. In Swedish, the translation equivalent is "for att 
skapa" and it has also been isolated as a significant trigram. "The internal mar-
ket" corresponds to "den inre marknaden" and once again "growth and employ-
ment" corresponds to "tillv3xt och sysselsattning". 
Our immediate efforts will concentrate on investigating the best balance of 
bigrams, trigrams, quadrigrams and n-grams between the various languages. 
Many prepositional phrases in English, for example, are translated by fewer 
orthographic words in Swedish because of compounding. 
We also noticed that "phrases" which end in functional words have a fairly 










































264 Daniel Ridings 
---equivalent phrase in another language also ends, for example, with a prepos'_ 
tion, the same can be seen. In the previous example, for instance, "in order to" ~ 
going to be followed by an infinitive. We want to see how far this will lead ulS 
in identifying even more equivalents. In other words, if we know that we hay s 
identified phrasal equivalents between two languages and we also know the 
grammatical constructions that usually follow them, then we want to see if w: 
can isolate previously unidentified equivalents - the material following the 
phrases - based on how well they fit the grammatical constructions that 









This is a temporary oversimplification motivated by the desire not to introduce technicalities 
involved with the NSL package at this early stage. 
The most pressing need for extra annotation is in the treatment of lists where the list as a 
whole could be regarded as a <p> and the individual items could be equa'\ed, technically, 
with <5>. 
\ 
The "document" in this case is a whole collection of texts, which make up one SGML docu-
\ 
ment, a "corpus" built according to TEl's specifications. One must be careful not to mix up 
the terms "documents': and "files" in an SGML context. 
The L stands for "Iemmatizer" and the rest by the same analogy as PEDANT. 
It does work, however, in some circumstances with very special texts from an industrial 
domain. 
The original article appeared in Computational Linguistics 19: 61-74, 1993. 
Press65, a one million word corpus of Swedish newspaper texts from 1965, has been pro-
cessed by the same routines and took 12 days, nothing for someone who wants to experi-
ment; thus the subcorpus. Over and beyond this, the -2 log A. is supposed to be particularly 
suited for small texts. The Swedish-English subcorpus that was used for this test contained 
60,000+ words per language. 
S. This prevents phrases such as "as soon as possible" from being tagged since "soon as possi-
ble" will be tagged first. It has been done this way in order to simplify the first experimental 
probes, preventing problems with SGML's inadequacy in handling overlapping structures, 
an inadequacy that can only be alleviated by introducing LT NSL's hyperlinking mechanism. 
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266 Daniel Ridmgs 
Appendix 
. . . 
hOr ihop med initiativen inom 
al1.uo,'; ~'" IPlla s ektom1 a 0 ch pro grammen 
utblildJ:dns! 0 ch fortbildning inom den 
'A"n'ntl1~"~I'A sektom. 
kommeratt 
!folts ~.ttnlinlZi!Vis i hO g grad b ero pit nationella 
gmerutbWlning och kultur, kan 
liven dra viis entlig fiirde1 av de S8.tsningar 
g~rs pit blittle resurser till infoIInation pit 
sprltk. 
fiiriindrar radikalt 
!kOiniliLUnikationens karaktar 0 ch anvandning i 
sarnhiillet, vilket ledu till nye. miijlighetu 
fiiretagande, kultur 0 ch utbildning. 
private ~ttrpris e with a 
approach to technology transfer so 
can participate with confidence 
effective language applications 
Du~;m"5", ekation and 
diversity will continue to 
in large part on national initiatives 
etbK:ationa1 and culturalleve1s, it 
o benefit considerably from efforts 
better facilities for access to 
lin11onnation in our various languages. 
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~ A-B -AB -A-B IOI!'A trigram 
P1i4 2 6 62954 1599.97 smA och medelstora 
~9 31 163 62793 881.92 och medelstora foretal! 
~59 4 76 62937 726.15 nar det~aller 
I-""" 40 61 1 62974 524.01 informations- och kommunika-
tionsteknolol!i 
1-"""40 61 8 62967 490.18 informations- och kommunika-
tionsteknologID 
-42 0 1343 61691 322.02 inom ramen fOr - 19 0 57 63000 260.61 snart som mOilil!t - 20 0 141 62915 241.42 mellan Europeiska unionen - 23 22 80 62951 238.45 forskninl! och utveckling - 12 3 1 63060 207.55 den 1 ianuari 
17 6 59 62994 206.25 gor det moilil!t - 16 9 57 62994 187.51 ~A nationeJl nivA 
20 0 582 62474 186.74 i enlil!het med 
~ 13 3 26 63034 181.57 den inre marknaden 
10 1 2 63063 177.47 den tredie etappen 
r- 13 10 15 63038 176.50 pA detta omrAde 
10 7 0 63059 171.95 hiilso- och siukvArden 
9 0 2 63065 166.96 formema fOr arbetets 
18 2 431 62625 165.77 i frAl!a om 
11 0 30 63035 164.70 noterar med tillfredsstallelse 
13 7 42 63014 160.62 tillvaxt och svsselsattning 
11 0 43 63022 157.80 varor och tianster 
25 0 2678 60373 157.72 av informations- och 
21 234 40 62781 154.98 Europeiska rAdet uppmanar 
11 21 4 63040 153.81 den I!emensamma valutan 
19 236 23 62798 153.19 Europeiska rAdet viilkomnar 
11 12 9 63044 153.03 Idettasammanhang 
11 0 62 63003 150.50 pA hOI! nivA 
9 3 3 63061 150.40 1 ianuari 1999 
9 0 11 63056 149.86 for arbetets organisation 
10 21 2 63043 145.19 de nva formema 
11 1 62 63002 143.62 pA europeisk nivA 
8 1 2 63065 143.27 Central- och Osteuropa 
19 2 1146 61909 138.85 sAsnartsom 
25 9 1844 61198 137.51 det moiligt att 
16 1 734 62325 134.58 med hii~ till 
13 6 148 62909 132.64 i Europeiska unionen 
11 5 65 62995 129.68 gora det moiligt 
16 239 19 62802 129.25 Europeiska rAdet noterar 
20 0 2683 60373 126.14 forsmil och 
7 2 1 63066 125.92 iildre och handikappade 
9 1 41 63025 123.75 att liil!l!a fram 
8 1 17 63050 121.94 Den tredie utmanml!en 
21 359 64 62632 121.56 for att skapa 
13 0 589 62474 121.23 i samband med 
8 1 19 63048 120.47 experter pA hog 
9 0 80 62987 119.08 ])A sil satt 
9 17 9 63041 118.90 fril2:or som ror 
9 4 32 63031 118.19 uttrvcker sin tillfredsstiillelse 
6 0 1 63069 117.38 FrAl!or som oroar 
7 0 12 63057 116.48 pAlling sikt 
13 0 737 62326 115.46 anpassa sil! till 
6 0 2 63068 114.13 FrAgor att fundera 
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AB A-B -AB -A-B log;\. trigram 
180 39 171 66968 1801.10 The European Council --57 2 27 67272 797.51 the Information Society -86 146 101 67025 754.48 the Euroj:lean Union -51 4 114 67189 602.21 the Member States -47 6 86 67219 566.93 education and training -61 2 1862 65433 418.12 in order to -24 3 3 67328 391.43 Route of Actions -55 177 296 .66830 334.77 the European Council -23 18 21 67296 296.06 with a view -29 2 323 67004 292.37 as well as -50 5 2855 64448 282.11 the development of -
23 209 2 67124 249.29 the European Parliament -
18 2 42 67296 245.88 soon as possible -
18 15 18 67307 236.81 the social partners 
24 27 141 67166 221.82 the United States -
34 0 2871 64453 214.15 in terms of 
20 0 332 67006 211.32 as soon as 
22 24 129 67183 208.20 research and development 
15 36 5 67302 198.01 the United Kingdom 
13 2 18 67325 194.43 notes with satisfaction 
16 4 81 67257 192.16 the labour market 
21 13 277 67047 184.05 to ensure that 
10 0 3 67345 182.26 the Structural Funds 
22 457 13 66866 172.64 in the field 
14 18 23 67303 172.47 In this context 
12 0 50 67296 170.26 the Intergovernmental Conference 
20 227 22 67089 168.ot European Council welcomes 
62 749 533 66014 167.09 of the European 
9 0 3 67346 165.07 Central and Eastern 
23 0 1900 65435 163.85 a view to 
11 0 37 67310 162.16 this Green Paper 
14 5 89 67250 161.63 at Community level 
16 41 50 67251 158.32 of new technologies 
26 193 161 66978 151.22 The European Union 
19 15 370 66954 150.30 have to be 
9 0 21 67328 141.92 Council took note 
10 41 1 67306 139.12 the United Nations 
8 3 2 67345 137.71 1 Tanuarv 1999 
9 1 18 67330 137.70 Competitiveness and Emplovment 
9 1 19 67329 136.90 Heads of State 
23 1 2882 64452 136.55 the field of 
9 7 8 67334 133.13 the single currency 
9 0 39 67310 132.24 the White Paper 
21 0 2884 64453 132.18 the end of 
9 9 7 67333 131.69 Paper on Growth 
22 1 2883 64452 130.34 the use of 
13 11 124 67210 129.35 growth and employment 
15 192 19 67132 128.11 on the basis 
24 0 4676 62658 127.91 note of the 
11 4 86 67257 127.86 the internal market 
19 1 1904 65434 127.43 with regard to 
Figure 3: English trigrams 
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